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PRESS RELEASE
The Benaki Museum is pleased topresent Eleni Mylonas’ new works titled The
Cursed Serpent. The exhibition willbe open to the public from Thursday
April10 to Sunday May 25. The official opening will take place on Monday
April 14 at 8:00 pm. The artist will be present. This exhibitionand the
accompanying catalogue are dedicated to the artist Chryssa.
Mylonas, born in Athens and based in New York, is an artist proficient in
multiplemedia. A photographer, painter and video artist, Mylonas includes
digitalmedia, sound and performance in her repertoire. The works in this
solo show wereinspired by the improvised headgear that the protesters
donned to protect theirheads during the deadly clashes in Tahrir Square.
Fascinated by the curiousheadpieces she saw on line, Mylonas made a series
of sketches followed by oilson canvas based on news photos. Eventually she
felt compelled to emulate theprotesters by puting an array of objects on
her own head and making photographsof herself. While they might be called
self-portraits they are not likenessesof Mylonas; Rather they are
un-likenesses, even if completely recognizable,since they are not visual
biography or psychological studies but visualsignifiers and inquiries.
Blown up to aproximately six feet—her head is furtherabstracted, as if to
emphasize that the function of her face and presence issimply to act as a
ground, a tabula rasa accross which a parade of otheridentities—a cross
section of the global citizenry—can be glimpsed. Itr is notMylonas’
identity that is being constructed in this project. Rather it is
aproliferation of identities, the cast of a contemporary populist theatre
thatshe has conceived and in which she plays all the roles–as herself. She
is allof these people, a quixotic Postmodern Everyperson, a town crier
dispensinginformation. She summons up Karagiozis the unprepossessing,
popular folk heroof Greek shadow theatre and the incarnation of the common
folk. Karagiozis ispoor but spirited, charming but outspoken,
disputatious, a mocker and comedianbut extraordinarily resourceful and
patriotic who carries all the burdens ofthe Greek people within his
hunchback. I the end Karagiozis, whom mylonas payshomage to in a video
portrait in which she is effusively singing the familiarGreek sonk The
Town Crier, solves everyone’s problem. He is the key to herproject,
Mylona’s statement of belief in the demos, its ability to outwit
itsoppressors and ultimately triumph.

Although her works range from the haunting, beautifullyspare,
photographic interions of abandoned Ellis Island (PS1 New York, 1986) to
the more formal, mathematical analyses ofart works of the Quasi Periodic
Space series (Art Resources Transfer, NY 2000)to the disturbing video of a
bloated sheep’s carcass adrift in the sea (Destroy Athens 2007), they
allhinge on Mylonas’ attempt to discover telling images that convey what
theartist so acutely sees. In addition to the documentary impulse
andserialization that have characterized her previous endeavors, this new
seriesis impibed with conceptual weight and visual richness.
Eleni Mylonas first came to New York as agraduate student on a Fulbright
to studyJournalism at Columbia University. She later studied photography
at Central London Polytechnic and was invitedto show her work at the Royal
Photographic Society. Upon graduation shetravelled extensively in Europe
and North Africa and drove overland from Londonto Afghanistan to
eventually return to New York in the early 1980s where shecontinues to
live and work. She hastaught at the New School in New York and has given
many talks on her work. Herworks are in many public and private
collections.
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